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Mr. Herndon’s Newsletter for Science Class 
Enclosed in this newsletter is the different activities and labs that make 	


Kelton a great place to learn! 

!
!
                             

Halloween in the Lab  

     What better place to spend halloween that in Mr. 
Herndon’s Mad Science Lab. HIgh school and junior 
high students did exciting and scary experiments 
with the elementary students. Some labs included: 
acids and bases, monomers and polymers, 
sublimation through dry ice, making slime and 
worms. It was very exciting for the older students to 
work with younger students(Pictured: Cierra 
Alvarado and Quentin Parker working with Pre-K) 

!
!
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Robots on the Rise 
     The Kelton robotics team will be attending a 
VEX competition in Dallas on the 15th of 
November. The team will program and design a 
robot to complete an obstacle course. The main 
objective of the competition is for the team to hit 
balls into different areas so that points can be 
obtained and you try to get more points than the 

opposing team. 
(Pictured Left: 
Reonna Dyck, Shyla 
Smith,           
Pictured Below: 
Cierra Alvarado, 
Jessica Alls)   
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Mad Science

Science Facts 
Alligators give birth to females in cold temperatures 
and to males when it's hot. 

!
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A queen termite can live up to 50 years.	


Science Joke: 

Q: What was the biologist wearing on his first date with a hot chick?	

A: Designer jeans.



    “Knowledge is Power” 
                                  Scientists are peeping toms at the keyhole of eternity.	

-                                                                                         -Arthur Koestler

Simple Machines-7th  
7th grade have been learning about motion and Newton’s Laws. 
One of the goals of motion is to learn about simple machines 
and how they make our life easier. Students have constructed 
compound machines using many simple machines with Kinex. 
This hands on experiment allowed students the chance to see 
how many simple machines it takes to complete a larger 
machine. 

(Pictured left:Allen Lumpkin and Jessica Morales) 

!
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Cell Models-Biology 
 Students in biology constructed plant and animal cells using 
clay. Students were responsible for construction of the cell and all of 
the organelles. After completion, students then labeled the different 
organelles and presented a key for other students to see.  (Sarah 
Garner and Megan Shackleford) 

!
Chemiluminescence-Chemistry  
In Chemistry, we are learning about chemical reactions.. In this 
Chemiluminescence lab, we learned that luminol mixed with 
purified water makes an endothermic reaction- which means it 
doesn’t give off heat, it gives off an almost cool ice-like feeling.  
In Chemistry Mr.Herndon encourages hard work so that we can 
“play” in lab SAFELY to see the results of our experiments.   

!



Reduce, Reuse, Recycle! 
The Senior class has been busy working on many different projects, one of which is a recycling project. They 
are recycling cans, plastic, and cardboard, and all money they raise with it goes towards sending water filtration 
units to Africa. Please send your cans and plastic bottles to school. 


